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About This Game

Capture the spirit of a dead witch before she claims another victim! Summer camp has always been about good memories and
new experiences. But the children at one particular camp never expected to be terrorized by a murderous ghost! When a mother
hires your services as a private investigator to find her missing child, all you know is campers have been disappearing faster than

you can say "Rise and shine!"

After you arrive at the camp, you see a black cat morph into a spectral figure, but you still don't know the full nature of what
you're facing. However, as you search the ghoulish grounds for clues, solve puzzles designed to stop you dead in your tracks and

open doors that reveal bone-chilling new locations, you'll draw ever closer to the horrifying truth. You'll also come to realize
there's hope for the missing kids as long as you overcome your fears and press on. If your spine could use a tingle, or your blood

a curdle, then play Shtriga: Summer Camp today!
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Title: Shtriga: Summer Camp
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Game Cartel
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,German,Russian
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not much solo but multiplayer is amazing. Strangely enough, this was the first 'Argent Games' game I played, that I didn't
connect as much with..
But I repeat 'strangely enough'. It's another great game, another interesting story told, despite it reeking of clichés all over.
Vampires, Gang Wars, run-down locations, forbidden romance... looking for those? You'll find them here.
However, despite my lack of enthusiasm talking about 'Red Embrace' I can still only recommend it!
The characters are interesting, the story is thrilling enough and the whole thing about you being able to form your own
personality for the MC was a nice little gimmick as well. The music fits well and the CGs look beautiful, I really adored them!
If you're a fan of visual novels and BL, then you'll definitely enjoy this game, especially if you're looking for a darker theme..
Unplayable trash
on default english it installs empty, after switch to russian it installs, but after menu and intro, player ends up falling thru the
landscape, therefore there is pretty much no way to play it. Amazing to get a steam version of the "missing part" of Monkey
Island.
This game is definitely worth every cent and second you spend.. not loading and crashing the game

. Not a terrible game, but really could use some changes.

The bullets have travel time, drop off, and even wind to change their trajectory! That's quite impressive! It feels GOOD to
carefully aim a shot, and pick off your target at an insane distance. The physics is certainly a amazing part of this game.

On the downside, the guns feel wrong to me. Placing both hands on the gun causes the scope to jump to somewhere in my
prefrontal cortex. A real shame, as it does stabalize the gun quite a bit, and would really help with aiming!

The act of having to walk outside, pick up a gun, pick up a scope, attach the scope, walk back inside, and then finally shoot the
miniature inside to start a misson is tedius and annoying. While this could be great to replay a mision, showing where the whole
story fits together in hindsight, it's annoying the first time though. Even just having a larger doorway so I could shoot the
miniature from a distance (like a sniper) would make it more fluid.

On the topic of missions, they are varied and unique. Each seems to throw some new challanges at you, and make you work
towards the goal. Really, the missions are great. The pre-mission briefing is not great. The large wall of images and text is the
sort of thing I'd expect from a game like this, and even looks great, but the 3D model of the scene on a table infront of you is a
very nice tough. Don't just imagine it, or go in cold turkey, but REALLY take a second to look it over! Now if it was remotely
acurate to the actual mission it'd be perfect.

Almost feeling like a "the plan never survives first contact" sort of thing, the 3D model is the only real information we have and
it's often totally wrong. Two snipers up here, but there is really only one. Guards in this area, but also three other areas we
haven't marked! It's frustrating and really ends up with the "try it, mess up, improve plan" method that would be there without it.

Also, the goals and progress of a mission can't be tracked during it. There's 16 targets in this mission, and I hope you were
keeping count. In the middle of the intest fire fight. With bullets flying past your head. (Also a nice touch.) This could be as
simple as a progress meter, or a x\/x targets left.

A few changes could make this game go from OK to epic rather quickly, but it just isn't there yet. If you can stand the
occasional frustration, it's certainly worth playing.. The standalone multiplayer component of Darwinia. A casual RTS, great to
play with a couple friends. There's only one kind of unit, so the game is more about tactics, formation and positioning than rock-
paper-scissoring like a lot of titles do these days, and the different game modes are fun (though the limited map selection can be
limiting).
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I can go on all day about how much I love the stylized graphics and sound effects, but I'm restraining myself. I'll take care of
that in my Darwinia recommendation (I recommend every game Introversion has ever made, by the way).
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I'm oddly conflicted about this one. Overall, I'd say go for it if it's on sale for $5 or less. It's a short experience that you'll want to
play at least twice, and for the most part I'd say it's a pretty good entry-level game into the genre.

The good:
Soundtrack is great. It's not intense, but more tavern-like.
Atmosphere is fine. For once you're going up a tower instead of down into peril.

Good with a catch:
Lots of different classes to pick from, but there's no real unique development available except for the few SP you can pick in
the beginning.
It does have some replayability to it, but the game is very short. You can practically 100% the game in 5-6 hours. Achievement
runs can potentially take one playthrough if you know exactly what to pick.

The not-so-good:
Mages run out of mana far too quickly, and potions are finite. You really need to conserve your potions. Elementalists\/black
mages don't even get ranged spells until about halfway through the game so if you want to do any sort of ranged damage early
on,  You need to first find the bow in floor 2. . That said, priests\/white mages can hold their ground with a hammer if they run
out of mana.
The flee damage penalty is stupid. Sometimes I won't even know an enemy is near me and I'll take a step and "oh you fleed you
lose 25 hp and your priest dies". It becomes a bit more manageable late-game, but when you need to escape in early-game with
no supplies you really need to use the environment around you to sleep. I guess it helps you be more 'strategic' but still, in a
genre like this it's no longer a good idea.

What would make the game better:
Quick swap on hand selections. Less time needed to waste on opening your inventory to swap spells\/weapons.
Better ranged ability.
Lessening\/removing the flee damage.

Even with these points in mind, I still found I enjoyed my adventure and will play through again to get the rest of the
achievements. Hope to see more in the future.. made by the folks who brought us king arthur. its an older work of theirs. and it
shows. very limited grandstrategy but still a very fun game especially if ur into the period.. This was my first full playthrough of
a real Hitman like game, granted it was on Easy. But I feel this game is a fantastic introduction to Hitman type games and it's
WWII based. A fantastic mix, the hints and other aids provided (on Easy) make Death to Spies worth it, even if you haven't
played HItman games before, who knows maybe after beating this game you will?. Fun and challenging game with an interesting
take on medieval combat where aiming and positioning are crucial.
Enemies can die with a few well placed hits but they actually know how to block, and you have to do likewise or it's easy to go
down. This results in a significant exchange of attacks and blocks not usually seen in games, where you have to keep your edge
until you create an opening.
Things get stirred up when you free other prisoners to follow you and can get especially imbalanced if you stack them up in a
crowd, but eventually they end up dying.
The storyline only goes as far as the intro and there's no further narrative, so you're just left having to find a way out of the
prison levels.
Being an indie game the graphics are not cutting edge but everything looks consistent and immersive.
It could use some more variety in the gameplay and visuals, but it's good enough for a small challenging game. It has a horror
tag, but it's not scary. A really nice game if you don't have much time to play, you can finish it in less than a hour, It's free to
play.. Really fun and addictive game. Love the art style! Can't wait to see how it evolves. Beautiful artwork, interesting
gameplay style . If you have played other games from this company, you will find this one easier (on casual mode, I have not
tried the other modes). The acheievements are also more reasonable, as you do not need to play through multiple times to get
them all. This is a great game, although the storyline wasn't as good as the other games I've played from Artifex Mundi. It wasn't
original or interesting. Still, I would reccomend this for point-and-click game fans or fans or crime/detective games.. Pretty
much just a really terrible doodle jump. Made the game WAAAY easier.

One Last Crane Development Update #03:
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Hello everyone. It's already the end of May, which means we've been developing One Last Crane for about two months! Time
goes so quickly, right? Here we come with the latest update on the development progress.

Here is the screenshot of the game. It's a lovely scene where Chihiro finished practicing martial arts after school and had a
conversation with Yuuki about something.

We're happy to tell you that the final chapter of the common route is being written right now. The writer, Stefani, needs another
3–4 weeks to complete it. Hope she can manage it well!

For your information, the image above isn't a representation of the final product. Even all the scripts here haven't been edited
yet, because some spots need to be revised later. But I know you already missed her, right? For the following weeks, we'll try to
give you sneak-peek images of all the heroines without you having to worry about spoilers.

There's another detail we'd like to mention about the character design. It's indeed unfortunate that we couldn't add animations to
the game, so we are creating additional poses for all the main characters in order to make the flow of the story feel more alive
than before! You can take a look at the process from the rough sketch below.
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We plan to complete all of them alternately with the creation of the CGs. We only have one artist to do all the work here (except
backgrounds), and there is a lot of artwork waiting in the queue. Thus, for the backers who will get illustrations as a reward,
please be patient :)

Next week, we'll highlight the music and programming side. Hope you've enjoyed this update, and have a nice day!

Useful links:
Pledge One Last Crane with PayPal: https://digitalez.cc/olc/
DigitalEZ's Twitter: https://twitter.com/digitalezstudio
DigitalEZ's facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Digitalez.game.studio/
Indiegogo campaign
One Last Crane on Kickstarter. Beat Hazard Ultra in Humble Bundle:
Hey Guys,

If you didn't already know Beat Hazard Ultra is part of the latest Humble Bundle.
You get BHU and other great games on Android, PC, Mac & Linux.

Go check it out:
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Cheers,
Steve. [Maintenance] 12/26/2018:

Dear SOF Community!. Patch 1.4.4.10195:
Hello Prospectors!

We have released Patch 1.4.4.10195.

Changelog:. [Game Update] - 273433 - Cosmic Upgrade:
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"Space" just got bigger--literally. Miner Duplicants have broken through the crust of the asteroid, revealing the entire big ol'
cosmos beyond! This stellar discovery has spurred new material innovations as the Duplicants rush to exploit the frontier while
defending themselves from the uncaring vacuum (and unsightly freezer burn) of space.

The truth is out there!

What's New in the Cosmic Upgrade?
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